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Spaces Research Executive Summary
Vision has great promise to meet unique team collaboration needs

Key value: Spaces streamlines project communication by tying
together disparate flows

Best use case:             
Professionals collaborating 
on projects with small 
internal or external teams

Spaces eliminates mystery about project status by tracking 
project evolution and feedback, while letting collaborators work 
in their applications of choice
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 Top Pain Points Among Professionals

An external 
client’s 
cooperation 
determines 
which cloud 
services will be 
used

Teams often 
lack a single 
platform for 
project 
communication 
& collaboration

Individuals 
need 
flexibility to 
work in their 
preferred 
applications

Time spent 
on email 
management 
interrupts 
productivity 
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Professionals reported valuing the following cloud service 
features to get work done with others:

Live 
collaboration 

Local   
syncing

Security Permission 
controls

 Top Cloud Service Needs For Professionals
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Overview: Spaces Success Points         !

Houses feedback, project 
goals, and content from 
different applications in one 
place!

Passive syncing functions as 
backup and ensures offline 
accessibility!

Project updates and 
reminders eliminate ambiguity 
about status and need for 
follow-up!

Showcases feedback and 
annotations directly alongside 
file!

Commenting outside of 
website via email or mobile 
app enhances accessibility !

Versioning uniquely tracks 
how a document evolves 
overtime!

“Approval” stage signals 
project completion!

Email plug-in rescues messy 
threads and seamlessly 
converts content for 
collaboration
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Overview: Features Needing Improvement         

Formal review option may 
not match fluid nature of    
real-life reviews !

Insights must be actionable 
and focused. Some data 
perceived as a breach of 
privacy.  !

Lacks granular permissions 
for specific folders and files  
(ex: deleting, editing, and 
commenting privileges)!

Introducing custom views of 
a Space would let individuals 
sort items by personal priority!

Importing email comments is 
vital, but they do not always 
need to be visible!

*Limited annotation options. 
Additional tools would support 
more feedback types           
(ex: drawing, preselected 
messages, tasks)!

*lower priority
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“I don’t want to think about my workflow.      
It would be good if everything was just in 

one place.”  

Success Point
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CONFIDENTIAL DESIGN

Houses feedback, project goals, status updates, and content 
sourced from different applications all in one place. !
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“I want to have the ability to access a file’s 
history, so if I came in late, I would have the 

ability to access previous versions.”  

Success Point
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Versioning tracks how a document evolves overtime. Unique offering 
among file services.!
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“It’s key to know the status of what is 
happening. Sometimes you aren’t sure if 

someone is reading a file, and you are kind of 
just waiting.” 

Success Point
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Activity updates and reminders eliminate ambiguity about project 
status and need for follow-up.
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“There’s a lot of time spent going back and 
forth and checking email correspondence.” 

Success Point
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Showcases feedback and annotations directly alongside content
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“It’s easier to see everything in a Space 
than in an email.”

Success Point
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Email plug-in rescues messy threads and seamlessly converts 
content for collaboration

CONFIDENTIAL DESIGN
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“When collaborating with external clients 
they don’t have to download it, they can 

jump right in.”  

Success Point
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Reviewers value an easy way to deliver feedback without requiring 
collaborators to sign up or download anything

CONFIDENTIAL DESIGN
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Lacks granular permissions for specific folders and files, from deleting 
and editing, to commenting

“Somebody’s role might be specific to a    
particular folder.  It depends on their   

involvement, their job, their responsibilities.”

Needs improvement
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Lacks granular permissions for specific folders and files, such as 
deleting, editing, and commenting

CONFIDENTIAL DESIGN
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Send for...Add items
INSIGHTS

Media Fall 2014 Presentation

Add colleagues

Presentation date is Thursday July 14.  
We need to have the final of all the media buys that we have planned for this fall.  We’ll also need to make sure that all the 
copy is consistent with the new brand voice guidelines.  If we nail this then we can all go on vacation! 

BRAND_VOCABULARY.DOC

GRAPHICS

+ 22

BILLBOARD_SF.JPG

Please put all the latest
graphics that match the
new style guide |

“I’d sort according to deadline, progress, level of 
difficulty, effort – whatever way I can stay 

organized.” 

Needs improvement
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Send for...Add items
INSIGHTS

Media Fall 2014 Presentation

Add colleagues

Presentation date is Thursday July 14.  
We need to have the final of all the media buys that we have planned for this fall.  We’ll also need to make sure that all the 
copy is consistent with the new brand voice guidelines.  If we nail this then we can all go on vacation! 

BRAND_VOCABULARY.DOC

GRAPHICS

+ 22

BILLBOARD_SF.JPG

Please put all the latest
graphics that match the
new style guide |

CONFIDENTIAL DESIGN

Teams would benefit from custom sorting of a Space. Individuals could 
organize items by personal priority.
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“Knowing the number of pages looked at doesn’t 
have any substance. But if comments on Slide 6 
are the highest, it means something isn’t clear.”  

!

Needs improvement
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Recording reviewer’s behavior perceived as invasive by some, 
especially location and device type. !

Actionable insights preferred, such as reviewer’s questions per page
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“I would action-flag certain comments to make 
them stand out. I want to @name someone to 

assign a to-do or color-code priority.” 

Needs improvement
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Inflexible annotation options limit the type of feedback. Consider 
offering drawings, preselected messages, or to-do tasks.!
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Sample participant workflow

Do users need formalized reviews? 

Unknown Element
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Sample participant workflow

“Review and approval can vary on 
the role of the person doing it.” 

Unknown Element

“Review is more of a work in progress.”

“There are different review drafts that 
require different perspectives.” 
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Sample participant workflow

CONFIDENTIAL DESIGN

Formal review option may not match fluid nature of real-life reviews !

More evidence needed to confirm if non-casual feedback is a unique step
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“I don’t want to think about my workflow.      
It would be good if everything was just in 

one place.”  
Appendix 



Method 
5 days of workshops with !
16 Bay Area professionals.!
!
People 
Participants included 
consulting, web design, 
photography, content 
editing, publishing, sales, 
health and manufacturing 
professionals. !
!
Participants were a mix of PC 
and Mac users ages 21-60 
who have regular digital 
collaboration work 
experience. Eight participants 
were from large companies 
(100+ people).!
!

What Participants Did 
Participants prepared 
pictures and sketches related 
to their workflow !
for discussion. !!
During the workshop, they 
answered questions about 
their work behaviors and 
provided feedback on a new 
design concept, Hightail 
Spaces.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Data Collected 
1. Drawings of workflows !
2. Pictures of work tools!
3. Worksheets with vision     

feedback!
4. Annotated vision             

print-outs!
5. Video recording       

capturing participant’s 
interviews and reactions

Workshop Overview
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Key Takeaways: User Needs and Values
“We have to adapt to what the client is 
using, whether it’s Google Drive or 
Dropbox, and learn their process all over 
again.” 

• Professionals struggle to keep track of 
files in motion, and often must adopt 
others’ file sharing processes. !

• A system that organizes and sources 
content from multiple programs would 
streamline a team’s workflow.!

“A tool like this would cut back on a lot of 
meetings. I can see productivity going up 
tremendously.” 

• Email, phone, and in-person followups 
inhibit productivity.  !

• Spaces passively reminds and tracks 
behavior, reducing the need to hunt down 
a team member’s progress.!

“If I can get it without internet, I can keep 
moving.”  

• Local syncing remains a priority for 
professionals on the go, who rely on 
backing up and accessing content offline. 
Spaces detects new versions and 
suggests new uploads for review.!

“I wouldn’t just send it to someone without 
verifying them first.”  

• Security is critical when collaborating on 
business documents. File permissions and 
verified accounts create peace of mind that 
content is safely handled.!

“We need a to-do list with deadlines. I want 
to see who is assigned to what task.” 

• Introducing tasks would help the user take 
action on a Space and understand team 
members’ responsibilities. 
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Key Takeaways: User Needs and Values
“I want a way to recover content in case 
someone deletes something in a file.” 

• Versions should be easy to track and to 
recover in case of emergencies. !

“To produce better quality work, you have 
to allow for freedom, privacy, and 
anonymity.”  

• A user should have control over which of 
their actions will be tracked, and how.!

“If others always have to learn new tools, 
it’s harder to reach the project goal. I have 
to walk them through a new service.” 

• Recipient usability is critical for external 
partner projects. A guest account may 
reduce barriers to use and increase 
conversion.!

!

“Email alerts would be overwhelming, there 
would be hundreds. I want a digest.”  

• The user should determine their 
notification preferences (ex: by 
frequency, member, or file modified)!

“When an email thread gets heavy, I would 
create a Space. It converts it for you. You 
just push a button.”  

• Spaces’ email plugin instantly detects and 
imports content and people, creating a 
seamless transition.!

“[A recipient] can look at it and make up their 
mind if they want an account. But it still gives 
you the ability to streamline your work.”  

• “Review with Spaces” email option 
preserves the integrity of a user’s 
preferred work tool independently of a 
recipient’s willingness to sign up
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Questions / comments?

Allison Leach!
UX Researcher!


